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Abstract
This paper extends earlier results by Ward, Kennedy and
Williamson [1,2] for the design of broadband arrays with
frequency-invariant (FI) beam patterns to the case where
it is desired to place an exact null in a given direction.
The beamforming is done using appropriately selected FIR
filters.
First, the previous results for generating FI beam patterns
using FIR filters are briefly summarised. Second, new results
which give the conditions required for exact nulls in the
beam pattern for all frequencies in any, possibly non-FI,
beam pattern are given. Third, a method of generating beam
patterns which possess an exact null and which are close, in
an L2 sense, to an arbitrary FI pattern is presented. Finally,
some preliminary experimental results which corroborate
the theoretical findings are presented.
1. Problems Addressed
Consider an array of N spatially separated omni-
directional microphones. The array has a nominal aperture
of P half-wavelengths at a given frequency. The signals
from each sensor are sampled at sampling frequency f
s
and
are filtered using L-tap finite impulse response filters with
frequency responses
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This is illustrated in Figure 1.
We wish to select the filter coefficients, h
n
m, and the
sensor locations, x
n
, so that the farfield array response from
direction 
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Figure 1. The array geometry assumed.
possesses certain properties over the frequency range f  
f
L
  f
U
. The velocity of wave propagation is denoted c.
The NL-dimensional vector of FIR coefficients is
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is the NL-dimensional delay vector with

n
  :
f
s
c
x
n
sin 
The property of frequency invariance has been investi-
gated previously [1–3]. This paper examines obtaining exact
nulls in a beam pattern and the interaction of this property
with frequency invariance.
   Problem One FI
Suppose it is desired that
A
FI
   f  A  f   f
L
  f
U

It was shown in [1] how to choose the x
n
locations and that,
when chosen appropriately, the array filters should have the
dilation property
H
P
n
 f  H
P
ref
 
x
n
xref
f

where HP
n
 f is the filter response of the nth filter and
H
P
ref f is the primary filter response at some reference
location xref .
Ward, Kennedy and Williamson [2] considered two pos-
sible filter bank implementations with this property: a multi-
rate approach and a single rate approach. This paper follows
the single rate approach with the primary filter coefficients
given by
h
P
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where 
n

x
n
xref
. The secondary filter coefficients are cho-
sen so that HS f is a differentiator over f   f
L
  f
U
.
The full frequency invariant shading filters are then
h
FI
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m  g
n
h
P
n
m  h
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m
where  denotes convolution in the m index and g
n
is a
spatial weighting term to account for the (possibly) nonlinear
array spacing.
  Problem Two END
The first new results of this paper are Proposition 1 and
its Corollary, which are the conditions for Exact Null Design
(END).
Proposition 1 — Condition for a Broadband Null
A broadband null at 0 will be available if and only if either
A
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where  again denotes convolution in the m index.  
Proof. From (1), the array response in direction 0 is
A 0  f (4)
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Equation (5) yields (2) and the inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form of (6) gives (3).
It is not immediately clear how (2) and (3) may be easily
enforced. The following result shows this.
Corollary 1 — Integer Delay Property
If 
n
 0 is an integer then
N
X
n 1
h
n
m 
n
 0  0  m  7
is a sufficient condition for (3) being satisfied.  
Proof. If 
n
 0  Zthen (3) becomes
N
X
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h
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where  is the Kronecker delta.
Remark 1: Note that it is always possible to place a null
at 0  0 because in this case

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c
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and (3) reduces to requiring
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Using this idea, the END condition for a null at broadside
may be written as
C
T
h  0
where
C : I
L
  
N
where I
L
is theLL identity matrix and 
N
is theN -vector
of ones.
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  Problem Three FI with END
Designing a frequency invariant array generates array fil-
tershFI
n
. Placing an exact null imposes the underdetermined
constraints (7). The question of whether it is possible to do
both arises, taking into account the slack of the exact null
constraints.
The approach we take is similar to that of Frost [4]. As-
sume we time-delay beamsteer the FI beamformer to direc-
tion 0. The effect of this is to move the null to broadside.
In the remainder, we will use the tilde symbol (˜) to indicate
a steered quantity.
The steered filter coefficientNL-vectors, with END con-
ditions imposed, are given by ˜h
FIEND

˜
h
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
˜
h

where
˜
h

are the deviations from ˜h
FI
which allow for exact null
design.
We approach the problem by imposing the exact null
constraints (7) while minimising the cost functional
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The best ˜h

is then found as the solution to the optimisa-
tion problem
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The matrix D is of full rank, provided no two sensor
locations coincide; C is also of full rank. This solution
has the same form as that presented in [4]. The optimum
unsteered response is then
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2. Example Array Design
The figures show the resulting array responses for the
following array parameters:
f
L
 1000Hz  f
U
 2000Hz  N  7
The primary filters in the FI design are chosen to be 5 taps,
the secondary filters are 3 taps long. The END design re-
quired a null to be placed at   4  45. The array was
36cm long.
Because the array was to be tested in a small anechoic
chamber, the farfield design methodology presented here
was modified to allow for a nearfield design. For the results
shown, the source was 2.8 metres from the array. Space
precludes inclusion of the derivations for the nearfield case
[5]. For an alternative technique, see [6,7].
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show array responses at 20 regularly
spaced frequencies between 1000Hz and 2000Hz for the
original FI design [2], an END design with no account taken
of frequency invariance and the FIEND design where filters
are adjusted to cater for the null while minimising the cost
function (8).
Remark 2: Clearly the FIEND responses more closely
resemble the FI-only response than does the END response;
the value of J for the END response plotted is 0.0487 and
the value of J for the FIEND response is 0.0114.  
Time constraints precluded measurement of the array re-
sponses of all designs; only the END design was tested
empirically.
Good correspondence between theoretical and measured
results were obtained for frequencies 995Hz, 1248Hz,
1505Hz, 1748Hz and 2004Hz are displayed in Figure 5.
Some problems were encountered with the response mea-
sured at 1748Hz.
3. Conclusions
We have presented one new result which allows exact
nulls to be incorporated into any broadband array design.
If frequency invariance is required, another new result, pre-
sented here, allows exact nulls while minimising a mean
square error cost between a frequency invariant design and
the design which includes a null.
An exact null design was tested in the laboratory; theo-
retical and measured responses compared favourably.
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Figure 2. Array responses at various frequen-
cies for FI array.
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Figure 3. Array responses at various frequen-
cies for END array.
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Figure 4. Array responses at various frequen-
cies for FIEND array.
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Figure 5. Predicted (—) and measured (x) ar-
ray responses at various frequencies for END
array.
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